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The following considerations apply to a system in which 

the power plant is cooled by a gas like helium or a liquid 

like bismuth. Certain principles of constructions are il-

lustrated by the attached figures. These principles of 

constructions are based on general principles which apply 

if there is a direct heat transfer from the uranium to the 

cooling gas or liquid. Other systems will be considered in 

s~parate memoranda. 

The uranium is assumed to be present as metal but the 

use of uranium carbide and fused uranium-oxide is also en-

visaged. In computing the values for the helium cooling 

machine we shall assume that the uranium is present in the 

form of metal. 

shall, however, 

is present not 

or carbide. 

In con~uting the bismuth cooled machine we 
~·~ also siseae~the possibility that the uranium 

/~_..,,..~e.~~ .. ~-tc: 
in the form of metal but in the form of Q~iaa 

General Requirements: 
~w.,-4__ 

The following method of operation was envisage~ a~-the 
ft.-d t--" c ~~ tim o whe:Q the.&e-~~re.wn-up. ~ power plant, ~-

6 ~ ~-~ i~ lw tllttS& plMl&, producing about 10 kw, welt~be allowed 

to run for a long period of time, perhaps 6 months or longer. 
~ ~ t 
~t~F ~8is the chain reaction ~ e shut off and the cooling 

~kept on for another period of time, perhaps one month. 
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After this period the uranium ~dissolved in situ by cir

a..~J 
culating ~e~ through the power unit. If necessary the 

uranium metal could be burnt to uranium oxide in situ before 

it is dissolved. The solution would be pumped into a tank 

and if possible the uranium would be precipitated together 

with the element 94 as peroxide. The remaining solution which 

would contain most of the fission products could be pumped 

away. The uranium oxide could be redissolved and re-precipi-

tated, etc., until it is sufficiently inactive to permit a 

separation of element 94 from uranium. ~ T -t /~ // 
v -' ' ~~.~!?~__./~ 
Jl~eLi O.C b±Oll!§t-Eh Betteeed :f<'tll 't;;RQ;r; eel"OW p not ~~-~ 

. M:m±ted~s mode of operation and ~:\~~"'felG:thJ e to Pv~ 
remove the uranium from the power unit and dissolve the uranium 

outside of the power unit. 
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Figure 1 shows various f orms in which .._ uranium carbide or fused 

uranium oxide types slro wMg:4tl A. B. and C ~ 
I ~""- J ~ M'lf& been 

could be used. 
.,, reo ~:;-

called clusters in 
"' 1 

A is a cluster which 

has the contours of a cube and which consists of square bars of uranium 

metal of perhaps • 6 em side and 8 em longSB is a cluster which ms the 

contour of a short cylinder of perhaps.8 em diamet~r and 8 em length. 

It is bu~lt from uranium metal sticks of about 1 6 
~~ ._/ 

em diameter and 8 em ~ 
. ~ cr-/ I "" - -length. Two alternatives are liPa~in figure B. 

i.· c/Lt · 
(ln the right Atattlii ••• 

I v we see empty spaces between the uranium sticks, whereas on the left ~ 

~ we see Q ~~¥~ ef the empty spaces between the uranium sticks ~ 

filled with narrower uranium sticks. In the case of gas cooling, the 

alternative which is prefered is the one shown at the right hand side 

of fi gure B, ,in which .the ~mpty s paces between the uranium sticks are J-~ C.V'>-¢.. df- ;......,. ~,<. 
unobstruct~igure C · shows a c1J~er ,,mich has a contour of a short 

cylinder of about 8 em diameter and 8 em length. The cluster is formed 

of balls of uranium carbide or uranium oxide. More or less regularly 
.~ 

shaped gr~ can take the place of such balls and this arrangement is 

considered in connection with bismuth cooling rather than in connection 

with 

wi-th 

helium cooling~Figure 

a number of holes .going 

D shows a short cylinder of uranium metal 

axially through the cylinder. Such a 
~ 

uranium metal plug could be cast by using ft beryllium oxide sticks as l/ 
cores in the casting process. 

Double Stream Method 

Figure 2 illustrates the princi ple of the proposed cooling method. 

In figure 2,1 is a graphite cylinder of several meters diameter and about 

equal height. Helium or bismuth enter into this graphite pile on top 

through certain ducts, for instance duct 2, and the cooling liquid leaves 

the pile at the bottom through other ducts, for instence, duct 3. 

~/ 
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The cooling liquid passes from one system of ducts to the other system of 
ducts by streaming through uranium clusters or a uranium plug. This uranium 
cluster or uranium plug is placed in a cavity. One of these cavities is 

designated by No . 4 in figure 2. 

One possible arrangement of the ducts and the uranium clusters is 
shown in figure 3. In this figure we see duct 2 through which the gas 

enters cold and from which it gradually passes through uranium plugs, 
for instance, the plug designated by~ 4 into the duct 3. The hot 

' gas leaves the pile through the duct 3. A square graphite column which 
could b ,/ if ne~es~rY,;" remove s one p::c~from the pile has a number 
of equally sp~~;d holes which are fit to take the uranium plugs. ~~ 
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A slightly different arrangeme nt of the ducts is shown in figure 7. 
The arrangement shown in figure 7 arises out of the arrangement shown in 

/I 
1 · · 1 row of cells of the type shown in figure figure 3 in the fo low1.:gg way: )t 

3 is assembled and then two input ducts of two neighboring cells are merged . 
in one single 

1-;;:p (gap 2 ~ f~7) 
are merged into one single gap ( gap 3 in figure 7). In figure 7 the gaps 

similarly two neighboring output ducts 

are drawn slightly wider than the uranium plug 4. This however is not 
necessary and gaps can be made less wide. The function of these gaps in 
their rel ation to the general reaction is not negligible. By choosing 
fairly heavy uranium plugs and fairly wide gaps we may achieve an increase I 

in k. In order to keep the leakage small it will however be nece~mary to 
have the gaps narrower towards the top and the bottom of the pile. For 
instance, in the zone of about 1/4 of the total height both at the top and 
at the bottom the gaps may be narrow nea r the center. At about 1/2 of the 
total height they can be wide and their general arrangement can be made as 
shown in figure 

Figure illustrates the assembly of the power tmit. The unit shovm 
in this figure is cylindrical. The graphite cylinder being about as high 
as its "diameter. The gas inl e t is on the top and the outlet is on the 
bottom. From a point of view of the tensile strength of the tank it might 
be better to use in practice, a spher~like shape of both of the graphite 
pile and the tank. 

Helium Cooling. 

'tlhe following 

,J., m~H :i@l ~.- ~ I'.- ? 
/ · /_.~ / . ri VV . 



The exit veloxity of the hot gas is chosen to be 177 meters per second at 

which velocity kinetic energy of the gas is 1% of the hoat which is trans

ported by the gas provided we allow the terLperature to rise by 300°C • At 

this velocity the pressure loss in the ducts may be about 1%. The pressure 

loss in the uranium plug is a
0 ain a bout 1%, and the pressure loss due to the 

loss of the kinetic energy at the exit is again about l%.of the transported exit. 

2 Assuming a uranium plug of a cross section of 64 em and 8 em length 

leaving free for the gas a cross section of 22 cm2, we have about 7 kg of 

uranium per plug. In the standard machine(which develops 10
6 

kw per 10 

tons of uranium) the heat developed per uranium plug would amount to 170 

large calories. 

The amount of helium flowing through 22cm2 (the free cross section in 

the plug) with an exit velocity of 177 meters at 600°C is equal to 60 gm 

0 moles and taking for c the value of 5, and for the temperature rise 300 C, p 

the heat transported away amounts to 90 large calories or slightly more 

than l / 2 of the standard value, i.e., 500,000 kw per 10 tons. 

This value is not the limiting factor however which, if we use uranium 

metal sticks of .6 ern diameter is rather due to the heat transfer from the 

metal to the gas. Taking for t he heat transfer 18 small calories 2 per em 
4%: which corresponds to an averabe temperature difference of 250°C ~ the 

vel ocity of 177 meters, we find for the radius of uranium cylinder at which 

t he heat transfer woul d correspond to 106 kw per 10 tons of uranium a 

radius of 0.075 em. Accor dingly for a diameter of .6 em, or a radius 

of 13 em. we obtain heat transfer of l/4 of the standard machine or 250,000 

k.-w per 10 tons of uranium. Thie ue:l ue ie M8Feevex · ~t±lll~1mlo: 

/l" 
1 Ot:a--resul ts h aul d-be eurree-t--on , this <tl.~e-r-~-

Jt-_, 9 
e-1.-, r C" ~ J I ' /. · " / ~ I 
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Friction Loss. 

The lo ss due to friction is primarily due t o the fact that the energy 

reached by the velocity of the gas at t he exit fs lost. Such a l oss occurs 

twice. Once in the plugs and once at th e exit of the ducts. In addition to 

t his there is a friction loss in the ducts which goes t hrough the pile. The 

fricti on los s i n t h e duct is small er than would correspond t o the exit 

velocity since t he velocity changes by a f actor of 2 in the duct. Moreover 

t he ducts can b e built in s uch a way t hat t heir tot al cr oss s ection whould 

slightly increase towards the exit. Consequently it wou l d app ear that a 

total los s in the ducts will a l most certainly be bel ow 2% of the transported 

heat. The loss i n the urani um plugs wil l also be about 2% of t he transported 
due 

heat, l ~~ being due to frict i on and l % being/ t o loss in exi t. The best estimate 

of t he loss whic' we can ~;ive at pr esent is altoget her 3% of the transported 

heat. 

As s uming that we have about 40 tons of ur ani um in the power unit we wou ld 

then dissipate 1 million kwsnd t he frict i on loss woul d amount to 3%. 



MEHORJ.NDUH ON lJY. VI STT TO CHICAGO , J .AN UPRY 2:-)-24 . 

COPIES TO : 
H. Anderson 
E. Fermi 
B. Fel d 
J ohn iiC?rshall , Jr . 
E. Teller 
·; . H. Zinn 

·Alvarez 
A. H. Compton 
E. 0 . LaVITence 

J anua ry 26 , 1 942 

I arrived in Chicago on the evening of Friday , 

J anuary 23 , and 11ad a conversation vvith Compton, Lawrence , and 

AlvErez . Compton told us that he would try to bring the Princet on 

group , Y"hich includes \Vigner, t o Chicago and bui l d up t he work in 

Chicago whil e the r-ork in New York would also be expanded . Compton 

int ended to have an office in New York , and he proposed spending a 

considerable amount of his time in New York . Lav,-rence , Al varez and 

I felt that this pl an was very bad si n c e our main task is to cre8te 

a worlcing organization as quickly as possi ble and this v.·oul d not be 

achieved . Lawrence and Al va rez were dead against it . I tol d 

Compt on that if r"e were f a ced with a choice between this plan and 

Berkeley e..nd had no third alternc:.tiv e , I personC.tll woul d much ;>refer 

to go to Berkeley in spite of the f a ct that I ful l shared Fermi ' s 

ob j ections to the West Coast . Therefore , if vre had no thi rd al terna-

tive , I would like to return to New York a11.ci make an attempt to vvi n 

over Fermi to the Berkeley solution rather than split the project i n 

this way . I emphasized that I believed that if Compton decided to 

move the Chicago group to Berkeley or to an other place v:hich he 

consi(ered suitabl e , we would all do our best to get ermi' s approval , 

and that I was rather confident that in such circumst c:nces Fermi 

would overco e his strong preferen ce for col umbi a in the interest of 

concentrati on . I asked for a few days to accompl ish this s i nc e it 

would obviously be wrong to decide in f avor of e pl~ce as long as 

FeYmi had a strong objection . 

Compton gave us his reasons for thinking that Columbia 

University was not a suitabl e place for concentration. I tol d 
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Professor compton that on Thursdc:: , Janu c:.. ry 2?ntl, Pnderson , Feld, 

·a r s hc:.ll, Zinn and I t alked over t his matt er at gre ~ t length. \Te came 

to the conclu s ion tha t immedi a te concentration under his exclu ive 

direction is i perc tive . ' .. e reali ed t hc t it is impossible to get any-

ere vit t hi s ques tion as long &s e~ c l group exer ts pr essure for its 

o ~1 university . Therefore, we decided tha t e&ch of us y·ould let 

CO!Il__t)ton kno ~ by t elegrdm that our fir st loy e.lty i s to the project, and 

therefore t ha t if he were not sa tisfied tha t Columbi a is the right 

pla ce for t1u s work, end if he ranted to ove both the Columbic and 

Chic ago groups to a t hird plo. ce of 11i s choice , ''l e felt tnet he ought 

to have the 11!hol e- hee: rt ed support of c. ll of u s . The t elegrEms 1··ere 

suppo s ed to go out Thursday night. Unfortunately , we ,, ere unable to 

loc ate Fermi and it vva s felt that Fermi should have c: n opportunity to 

t ake a stand and send a vdre to compton if he so de sired . The f ollov:ing 

· orning we contacted Fermi , but instead of s ending the telegrams I 

decided to fly to Chicago , acquaint Compton vith the views expressed 

in those telegrams , and give him such additional informBtion as ap :;) eared 

necessary. 

I r a ised tenta tively the question with Compton whether 

he would consider Ha rvard a possible plc. ce for the project , and also 

whether he would con si der moving the Chica go group to Princeton and 

leaving the Columbi a group for the time being at Columbi a . Princeton 

being of commuting distance from New York , frequent meetings which 

mig ht be a rranged bet, een the t ii!O groups could serve as a substitute 

for a complete concentration. I asked Com ton for an opportunity to 

"' ake a complete sta tement on the whole subject under discussion, and 

an interview WC:t S fixed for the next day , SBturday , a t 10 a. II!. 

At this point, Lawrence , Alvorez and I left Compton 

and the three of us continued the conversa tion . L, Tence told me that 

in the circumst t nces he ,,·,·ould no longer press for B concentration a t 

Berkeley and a sked .Alva rez and me to tell Compton t hat, in hi s view, 

it would be be st to concentrc..te at . Columbia , Princeton, or Harv8rd , or 
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any other convenient location \~Thich appeared accept able. Alvarez 

stressed that, in his opinion, Ha rvard would be a very good place for 

the project . 

I s aw Compton Saturday morning a s a rranged and learned 

that he had decided in f avor of concentra tion at Chicago and had 

already telephoned Conant and considered the matter a s definitely 

settled. The text of the telegrams of J anua ry 22nd written by Anderson, 

Feld, Marshall, and Zinn, was then submitted to Compton. I expressed 

concern about the decLsion he had rea ched, and also about the manner 

in which the decision vas arrived at. A full st atement of my 

immedia te reaction to it was given, and I said that I would communicate 

my final reaction after I had had an opportunity to consult ~Qth 

Fermi and Wigner. 

L. Szilard 



THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO 

DATE February 6, 1942 

To Metallurgical Group DEPARTMENT 

FROM N. Hilberry DEPARTMENT 

IN RE: 

Dr. Compton has a sked me to call to your attention the following 
memorandum just received from Irvin Stewart concerning the proper 
class ification of our document s 8Bd commU11ications. 

"Dr. Cone..nt and I have been discussing the proper classification 
of documents and communications dealing with the subject vnth 
which you are primarily interested. It was agreed that all 
communications which deal with the s cope of the work or its 
progress or in any way reveal the fact that work in the field 
is going on at a particular place should be classified as 
SECRET and governed by the precautions applying to secret 
matter. 

11 0n the other hand, such matters as appointments, travel 
or correspondence of a routine character couched in 
phraseology which does not disclose the nature of the work 
may be handled as open matter. There is no middle ground. 
If the communication i s one which might be revealing to 
an enemy if its contents were in my hands, it should be 
SECRET. If it is not, it may be open. 11 
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MEMORAHDUM 

It wes shown by Fermi in J une 193g that a 
\ 
\' 

i 
\ 
\ 

heterogeneous system of uranium oxide end weter i s 

preferable to a homogeneous system composed of these 

subBtEtnces, and he attempted to calculate in detail a \ 
system compo sed of layers of weter end uranium oxide. 

A lattice of ure.n1.um opheren embedd.ed in ptn·af:t'ine is 

rather· 3tmilar in beha.v1ous, thm1gh perhaps sJ ightly 

mor·e efficient. 

The efficiency of both arrangements is 

unfavorably influenced by the fact tt1at the cross section 

for scattering 1norease s fo1· hydrog~n by a factor of 
A)f \~ 

about 3 if we go over from resonance neutrons to taermal ·)·~,, · 

neutrons. The purpose of thi s memorendum ia to poi.nt ()U t 

that it is po;.:~Ji ble to get rid of th~ harmful effect of 

' I \ 

\ 

this phenomenon by u s ing an arrangement in wb1ch spheres ~ ~\\ 
of uranium are surrounded by a cavtty . \ 

~~ ~\ 
In ~'-uoh e. f{ystem, the thermal neutron density \1 

1n the para:ffine la everyWhere the same and about e qulll. to) 
1 

the thermal neutron de.ns1 ty at the s urface of th.e ur anium i 

sphere . Surface resonance· absorption of th e uran ium is 
I 
I 

•\ 

I 
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about the same as it would be without cavity. 

Figure 1 shows an example for a system 1n 

which we have about 2 atoms of H for l atom of Uranium. 

Rl the radius of the uranium phere (density 
20 gra . per co.) 1 s 2. 5 em. 

R2 the mean rediu~ of the 3pherical paraffine 
~hall is 5 em. 

'l,he thickness of the paraffine shell is 1/3 em. 

'lbis givea about 11 grams of H for 1200 grams of uranium, 

or 2 R etoms for 1 U atom . 

The average paraffine denAity is about 1/5 of the 

reul paraffine density. 

It should perhaps also be mentioned that a 

uranium paraffine carbon system of tha ·type illustrated 

in Figure 2 mit~t be considered. There is at pre sent 

no reason to expect that the multiplication factor in an 

inf1ni te medium would be higher than for a uranium carbon 

system. However , if the multiplice.tion factor s were about 

the same , the point of divergence would be reached for 

about half as much grnphite in the U-H~c system as in the 

U-C system. 

. 
' 
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A beneficial effect of a somewhat different 

nature may be derived from the use of a cavity in a 

carbon u:r nium systerrl al so. 'l'hi A point i s bein~ t ken 

up with W1~ner, who may have oon ~idered this question 

alon with others by s t udying the properties of the U-C 

system. 

LS: j 
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M .\TCh 14. 1942 

T e follow1n point~ need to be remedied: 

( l ) In the ast , de c~ s 1on p heve been t aken on import ant 

hrsues by persons who wera no t working full-time on 

'the p roj .aot, and tho se who were Wi?rking tull-time did 

not hav fluthortty to aot 1n connection witb ell relevant 

phases of the work. Although the s i tuat1on 1 s much 

b atter at p:refent thtm 1n th · p st, ·oma of the old 

trouble still remain ~ . 

( 2) In the pa.st , frt.'Htuent c.lH.mgor:t in the outhori ty ot 

the vari ous committees , ohangt:io tn personnel of' the 

eomml ttees, and al l sort - of re- organizations. have 

t ken place. These may have been necessary . However , 

if thi s proooea continues. it will be 1mpoee1ble to 

settl• down e,nd do the work whtch we ne ve before us .. 

At pre :::ent, people like Wigner, Szilara, Jerm1 9nd 

Teller are quite uncertain as to how lon~ they ~111 be 

connected with tb1 s wor~ end the general tmosphere 

is not conduct ve ·to the long r ange planning h1cb this 

aubjeot of ht~ complexity requ1r$S. 1'be present 

situation does not m~ke it possible to gather a taft 

which could form the backbone or an organ! z tlon trJa.t 
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would have ita hands full for at eaat fi ve years 

even thou~.h the firat pr ctioal success may be achi.eved 

at a much earlier date . 

( ~) At preJ'·ent , the deo1aion ~J &re beln~ taken 'by e 

planning board of vmich neither Urey nor Compton nor 

Lnwrence i s a member. Some of thea'A' dec1 •: ionG are t·11<en 

1 tbout int1m te knowledge of th ~'ubject matter and 

caus e con ~d.darF- bl e di aturbence. 

(4) There ia a considerable short!i~O ~:r phy.•ici~tfl ·-;ho 

aro <k'P S.t)leJ of carl·yin g on an int'lependent 1.nvestip;at1.on 

of cert~in linea In the f i eld of nuclear physics . 

Men like Auger , 11o sa1, F.o~set.t i, or Goldhaber are not 

doing any defense work , but the present org~ni zat1. on mel.ce ,, 

it impo ··sibla to usa thom. even though ell phys1o1 l:lts 

who know them may be sati lfied tbat they could be 

tru sted 100 per cent . 

There Wa':! a ce:rt 1 per1o of time in the past when 

we suddenly discov red that we were not nllowed to t ttlk 

to Wign r. At pr sen t we ar ·- not &llowed to t!ilk to 

Teller. Fermi and Szilard are oot supposed to know 

cer1Hlin lines of develo .•ment . The tn~ycholo@'ieal effect 

ot thls ituation is very serious . It would eeem that 

all thi R tr0uble would di•appsar 1f the wo '!'·. would be 

carr1.ed out in a fre.meworlt !':l 1.F,rhtly different from the 



pr&tlent framework. The ro-orge.n1zet1.on proposed would 

retain t1ll p er ~l:>l:l s who .are connected \11'1 th the present 

or.ganizatton t~-nd would chang& only very lightly th ir 

1nter-rele t1 n ~hip . 
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It is proposed to hav the work carrie~ on 

with the fr~m-.work of a co~poretion wb!C' may be oo.lled 

the "Corpor•1tion for Scientific and Industrial Res.ee.rob ." 

Thi ~ cor poration woul d have severel divisions , one di

vi sion beaded by Urey, one d1v~31on headed by ·Lawrence, 

o.nd one division headed by Compton. All offiaer e or 

thi s ooJCpOrtitlou n0uld hr:~.ve t o serve full -time. 

A Boerd with Buab eo Cnaiman, end Conant. 

Briggs, MUI'phrae 14nc'l th ~' head s of the division 9 of the 

corporation as memb ,,rs, would make r commandat1.ons to 

the Gove nment cnncerning tlle slloo..,.t1on or money to the 

corporation end would also detor~!ne the distrtbut1on 

of the allootl ·ted 1:-um to the di vi ions of the corporation 

which •ill have saparate individual budgets. F'l.lnds 

would be allocated on the baei a of e. t :o ysar plan , ~·itlh 

recommendation s for additional funds to be made during 

that period if and ~en rfH;uired. 

Accor dingly. the picture ~auld be ea follow : 

Board 
Chairman 
Member a 

B\lSh 
Conant 
Briggs 
Murphree 

Compton 
Le renee 
Urey 

EM*l-time Officers 
· Managing 'Director Compton or Murphree 

In Charge ot Divi sion 1. - U.rey 

" " " " 2. - Lawrence 
" " tt " ~ . - Compton 
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It 1~ propo .ed tha Pll per ons , wheth r citt~ene 

or alien~ , mployed by the corpor t1on b cle red in the 

tol 1 o in ann r : 

If the corport t1o ployg per"'ono who ha .., not 

been ole red oy ean of e tsn~crd p.oc dure , or 

other ~ ~~, t.h e cor oration ·111 ~ubm1 t the n me 

to th F E I end to u .·pec!J_. l CO~"' 1 ttee hi ch 111 

h v !t ec, nt 1'1v memb er r e.nd 'hich mJ.l i.clud ex 

off icio, t h h ad .7 f the d1v1.1ons. ny 1nforrna

t"on obt•inod by thA Fa I ~111 b tr ·n. ltted to 

thi committAt nd the committ c will aecide •het er 

or not the per ~ on can be tru t ~ rt • . 
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MEM 

L. Szilard 

April 27, 1942 

I wish to put forth arguments in favor of the view 

that if we use metal spheres embedded in graphite the most 

favorable arrangement will be represented by large cells; 

for instance, metal spheres of 4 em. radius surrounded by 

22,000 to 29,000 cc. of graphite corresponding to a weight 

~I I tL.• ' ~ ;.7') 
ratio C/U from 7.5~t room temperaturJ to about 10, tempera- o/~ 

By taking into account the mass resonance absorption 

which was studied at Princeton, Wigner calculated for uranium 

oxide the most favorable lattice composition; and on the 

basis of this calculation the last three exponential experi-

ments were performed with small lumps of uranium oxide of about 

2 kilogram weight and a cell size of about 20 em. cube. 
~ ;..,._vn" /( c.__o/ {' . .S r~/~~ 

Though it may M Y&- we-l.l..-b&en-that for uranium oxidel this com-
~ ~ j ,_ ,{: ,,' 1 , ·- l 

, position is very close to ( , it is more likely than 
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;v .4 I // I if 4 t..., 
not that if we go over to ~ uranium ~>~- spheres of 

• 
/fly 

4 om. radius or larger and cubic graphite cells ~P to, perhaps, 

di'-r~ 

em. side1will-represent the most favorable arrangement and 

will give a multiplication factor which is about 1~ or more 

above the multiplication factor obtained by 2 kilogrrum oxide 

lumps, assuming the same degree of impurities. 
tJ-41-tJ--The following ~hree factors contribute to this prognosis: 

1. Fission by _fission neutrons 

In this respect metal offers considerable advantage due 

I' 
chiefly to its greater density and to les extent to the 

absence of a slowing down agent like(oxyge~within the sphere. 

~ ~~' .. 
eS--timatej" of t-hi:s-- e-f:f-ee-t •I!%F bas-ed:---Gn tdbservations of 

Marshall and Szilard concerning fission by fission neutrons 

(memorandum dated observations of 

Szilard and Zinn on the slowing down of fast neutrons by 

inelastic collisions in uranium (memorandum dated 
~-

~eordln:g to t:lrese 

f"1}:V 
or the produet of the cross 



the number of neutrons emitted in this process v/ • v- v :::: I I '3 )( / ,) - - ,, ,.~_,- ........... 
a--~'"~ (.L__. 

cross section of inelastic collision in uranium was found 

to be about 2.7 x lo-24 cm2 .~Based on these rigures Feld and 

I estimated the contribution of fission neutrons to the multi-

plication factor for uranium spheres embedded in graphite 

(memorandum to be presented shortly). For large spheres we 

calculated with a diffusion equation~ ~ r smaller metal 

spheres and for oxide spheres we made a rough estimate by 

neglecting elastic collisions within the sphere but taking 

into account on the basis of the diffusion equation the back-

scattering of fast neutrons from the graphite into the 

uranium sphere. In assmning v : 2.6, we find the following 

contributions due to the fission by fission neutrons: 



Q t 

at to correlate these results with Fermi's 
I 

4. 

first exponential experiment in which he used uranium oxide 

lumps of about 50 lbs at a density of 3.1. A uranium metal 

sphere of equal weight would give a fast neutron contribu-

tion which is increased by a factor of over the fast 

neutron contribution in Fermi's experiment. 

While it would be possible to improve the mathematical 

part of our estimate, it should be pointed out that the con-

stants on which these estimates are based are not sufficiently 

well known to be able to foretell the value of the fast neutron 
t:J..-,; /}f. ,6- i_., . ~ 

~us1f• Even if the rough measurements of Marshall and 

Szilard were to be taken at their face value, it should be 

remembered that these measurements give the value for ()V , 

whereas the va~ue which enters into the calculation is 

cr- 'v 1; 
While we have assumed that 2.6 neutrons are emitted by fission, 

there is really no basis for this assumption since little is 
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known about fission in u238 • If the number of neutrons emitted 

in this process were 3.6, the contribution to the multiplica-

tion factor given in the rough table would have to be multiplied 

~~e ., c- v-v~ 'a-t. ' ~~ 
by 1.6. Other Jl&U-W(')ft--6-&ft'brlbat:tons w1rl.ch enter in a less 

vital manner contribute also something to this uncertainty. 

In view of the fact that the fast neutron contribution can be 

..a.A/-,._ -c:....,. f:/ 
/ o carry out certain of' 

expe~1ments, the result of which is not affected by the uncer-

tainties in the value of Y and the other nuclear constants 

involved. /~/.t ~ .---. < "'/ 

/J-'~1 a,~.--'-'~ ~Cuz / ~ 

2. Differential Heating 

The effect of keeping the uranium cool where the bulk of 

the graphite is allowed to enter was recognized from the 

start (see Physical Review 

~~~~~ :?/ 

paper of February, 1914, unpublished: 
[_,. A I o:::ze:F I : l=t, el ps _.: ..... 
-..)/f- f> c ~~--- o-~ 

1 Section Report No. ) was put forward as .-. main 

reserve far improving the multiplication factor at the meeting 

of the Uranium Sub-Commdttee, August 22, 1941. The contribution 
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which can be derived from this effect is indeed considerable 

if sufficiently large cella are used. Detailed calculations 

of this effect were completed by Feld and myself in September, 

~~~ ~~~~~~ 
1941, and )can be made available become of immediate 

h__.,~~ ,.,cr ;f;t;;rest. 

One of the examples which we calculated -c-oncerned a-· ~ 

a 
~ystem ee~esea of/metal sphere of 4 em. radius embedded in a 

/}e~~ 
// 

graphite sphere of 9 em. radius, leaving 5 em. for cooling 

down the neutrons. 

(~([~ 
A} gap of .;! was left free between 

this graphite sphere and the rest of the graphite for hea~ 

insulation, and it was assumed that the neutrons are cooled 

down from 1800° Absolute, which is the temperature of the bulk 

of the graphite, to 600° Absolute by the time they enter the 

uranium sphere. 

For a ratio of C/U by weight of 7.5 we found at room 

temperature that aq% of the neutrons are absorbed by uranium 

and 20~ are absorbed by carbon. If the carbon is allowed to 

heat up to 1800° Absolute, the thermal absorption drops to %• 



l 

Effect of Heating 

The effect of allowing the uranium and the graphite to 

heat up is twofold. First of all, there may be an improvement 

in the multiplication factor if both the uranium and the 

,L. ,. 4-p 
graphite are heated up to the same temperature, say abou~ 6QO 

- .. ,<J,.(f'..Z-i--. 3o-V "!C..iJ • -
; a_~~ 

And, further, there is~ improvement in the multiplication 

factor \Vhich is due to differential cooling and which becomes 

considerable if we allow the bulk of the carbon to heat up to 

about 1500° c. while keeping the uranium and the surrounding 
tt J,, '..,t,( /7 t ~ ·r) ~ A,.rj ...-:.,.........-. . "? f~~ 

graphite --- The existence of both effects was clearly 

recognized from the start (Phys. Rev., Feb., 1940; unpublished, 

but available as Section Report ); and the effect of differ-

~( 
ential heating was ~ ~~~ at the first meeting 

~ w.-e. \rrf ~ U .M~ 'or I~ 
of the YrBBium( Sub-Committee~ugust 22, 1941. ~-•'ren; :• t :UAte 

• 



Copies to: Allison Doan " 
Con,· ton Hilberry 
Fermi 
Wigner t..-

July l. 1942 

L. S&il-.r 

4 apecitio e.x plea 

what ........ .-~~t!li•~W~~~•-NMI~III!I\1-itM~II:-.;ri_. ,. could • lt 

7he purpose or thi• randum il to show on 

• had an organization that oould act with the tree ot action of' a , 

induatrial corporation. 

Dtttinition ot the taak which ia before \UU 

!here ue 4 or' 6 diff,rent ways 1n ~ich a power lB1i t d.la:aipa:ttng 

about 1 million Jtw could be. bull t . It appeara 11Uly that further a

p•rlenc will graduallJ eliminate oat of these potential poas1billtiee 

lea"f'ing only one or 

o~ operatio~ , aataty. Under the oirc~te~ea. the right policy ppeal'l . 

to be to try out on a 10 watt unit the nuclear propertiea of' these dU'

ferant systems n the oapua et the tJniverai ty of Chi.eago. Thia 10 a.tt 

unit a:bould be kept ill op•ration for the p1.1rp0ae of auoh nuclear experl• 

menta rather th truatormed into a powr t.mit of 10.000 Jar. !hose o.r 

the ditterent syatem.a 11hieh appev to at prora1a1n should be built 

up u apeedily &e .Poaaible 'ind~ k1r aiu~. and the moat aucceeatul 

~ should a-ubs'EUJ.\lGntly be 'built up in a 300. 000 lnr to 1.000,.000 ltw abe. 

· U such .a 1.000,000 1m unit works satisfactorily the pattern should :a. 
trozen and. ten identical untta should be built in 41.f'ferent ;pa!'ta of the country. 

· · com,eliah!nf the aboTe mentioned task• 

!he "'&rioua systems of cooling will require dttf'el"ent 'types ot 

equipment fer produolllg the gaphi te and the uranita m the rona whioh 1• 

required. While such equi ent is not very expensi"f'&1 1 twill in"f'U"iabl y 

take 6 Jjlontha or re to procure 1 t tr tke t • when 1 t is. decided that 



it ia aetwlly _..d.. tho ht poliq thenfeJ"e .,,...... to • 
..UP a aall tuto17 ot ov .- w1 th Tarioua \7PM ot •fl'd...-' wld.U. it · 
•• ....,., oaa be put into peration at a aonth' a utl... It • t .........,.. 
't • oq'Gipll8ll't ..S.ll r.-1». idle ad can bo tiapo ... ot later ... S. t 'bees n I 
oer'taia 'that n need tall baok upon 1 t. Ia aa7 _... tba -ald.J
.. at ia p ..... nt ad in UH bl the haa4a Of A,_ wi:tll -- U'O Ja ~ 
x.. •uoh a ouo a tlaiblo ooatraot oouplecl with a _,..1Matal • 

Geatl-.n'. acn--t· wh1oh were ill the paat t r j..t Doh a ,_,. .. 
&&ft W17 aaUataotorT re ta. for lutue•• the otil7 Ill.._ tw •-• 
Wb1oh Dr. AleDBder baa at p...._t aftilable tor r.._l»& vel• oziAe te 
111'Ud.• motal 1ntJ'8 boupt aaeer jUt ... a ,atl--·• -cr•--t liT. Col..:Dla 
\Jal...ral'tJ' lut rall. 

!!apl•• ot utlen whieh I wuld re..--4 t•r s.-cU.ate. oeul4eratioa U 
w were able to act w1 tb the •aa• h.-4.oa u a lncmatrial oorpon.t~. 

1. I .,uld eater into bindillg agreement with Kldorad8 Gold IUD .. 
tor 100 to 100 ton• ot ut:amum pl"'d.uct• ad in ret'UI'!l obtaha ab1nd1J2& 
unraaee ocmoernhg the inatal.latioa ot a deli ttOAAl. equipMnt at the abe. 
~ 4ieadllae tor 1hi1 i8 the 15th ot July of tAla ~ar .. tae date et departure ot the lut boat. 

2. l •uld pvrohue and inrtall ill a blaaket tao!ory ot ow ... 
oqu1,.-nt n"eaaaey to •inter vult.~~ dioxide 1D the tora of lfJUI'e rod& ot 
about 1 • z 1 • :.; 6 • 

to be 1 ten pv dq. l't WDulcl iDol uU a olltoaatio pre•• ad iD&ot:la twaaua. 
It hu boa llhe~ b7. Dr. Sp~• a croup that a val• d1•xl 

•tick& oaa bo de bY a .m.ethod auitable tor 1114utrial pro4uoUa. 1M hn 
ftl•~ • tar obtaiae4 iDdioata a deuity ot 10 P/'M acl a heat oa.W.UYitJ 

of .oa. 



lr 
~ 

!he latwr :a.a Na. •anre4 lf7 lla. 
luob .u.Wnt tiaside t 'De the ltMio _,..._. to 

plaat. lt 1a h~ poaa1ble that'i-£ tlp11oatl hotel' ..Ul, eao\Jih .a. tha the plu or 1ng n.awre4 diana will lta-n to be· a-t a ·tawr date oa thia gi'O'GD.d• 

a 

. 1. JtvJ...-t tor •aklD& Ol"®iblea tw ~"MAdia& ..... s.. aeta1 be lnd.l t up •d "be ul4 1a "~'' b ov "blaket 1'utol7· 
• 

4~ 1 a talda& up with the ~ Ber;yllt c-pu, tile ~di• n. 
eleo~l7a1Dg urald tetratluori • U 1:he1r reutl• la taer&Dle w •0\114 pl ... • uperbaeDtal ordw ~ ~ ~ 'biluling proaiae to tate a prri.•U• ot abo.ut 10 tona per aoath, or alteru.t1'N17 te pa,y a pr-.1• to 'tMa 

·8hMil.cl oft• a pr-.1• fer thia ·~to wort out a methcHl tor tM · pren.tlOJl or tAla oarbi4e m auoh ahap ...... llee<l .ad. tor placd.Jig at our cl1•po•a1 • . it need o.. a eeriala muber or aro t~•. It the pnUainary experiDiat. are ta.,.rabl•• ad U' the a ro tvnaeea ot that · CMMIIp&Dl" are tull7 oooupied, ,.. ahould place an ol"dw f'or n:f'tieieat zaunen . ot aro t'un1acu to ha'f'e a pN4110tion oepacity of a ton a clay. "-ad .-a1• carbide baa a1:a11ar pnpertiu to hae4 urai• dln1u. It •f.&&t PJ."'"" nperior to uraiua dioxide b7 'f'iriua ot the ab--... et • a - a< rout »A whioh · mq or may not be pre-Hat 1D vui• d1oz1... It aight aleo ,....., to be 8UJ*'~r .tnsa a poiDt ol Yin ot hJ.&h te.pera:tve e!Midatry 1D the pU.. 



. 
I 

~ b•~ t~ ~et&l ~d the oa.r~ide, or pouibl7 ne fairly pve .. tal. 

fhia metal aight have dit.terent properties trom jlftal pf'9"cluc~cl by: at~ houe 

or Aleander. d 1t 1• couceivable tl,ult ita oarbon content would pei"'D.it the 

tUie of blauth cooled Mbi.D.e In which the 'b nth 1a in direct oQnta.ct with 

the tal. 

6. .A.- contract aho1.ll l¥• ete~ upon with tir.don carbon a.n.ci Carbicle 
• Comp8J3.7 and perhaps pthera who are llill~ 1'.4 work up c-e.J'11Dtiwe lor urard.-

and we should obligat. our elna to take- a. pro.cluction ot pttrhaps 20 to 10 

. tona par month fpr a pttr1od of' a ye.ar. 

1. A ccm'tract should 'be en-t..-.4 upoa 1!f1 tb. 'ftestingho e and Aleanct.r 

·:i,)ftr- ,~ at.eady production or ure.ni metal ot a ~ Q.e-t"ined q1UU1ty cd,.. 

ahottld obliiate o-u:ra•11'ea to t eke a. e•r'te.in quau:ti t,y per •ontll tor a ptriod 

o·t two yea.ra. 

8~ ahould :uaFantft t)r. J.leundel" the aalary of J Ot' four- firat. 

cluB ext&ineetl or ll&-t.IIJ.l11g.$4.-l, chai•t fOl' & pel'ic:J<i Of 3 rear• ftth the 

proriao that if '1M ahould 4ucontinue to use hll .taotory he wuld release 

hia men in case w 111mt to ue their tnrr'rim in ow own rcanisa:t!aa • . 

Dr • .61ezander told me ~ when I o.maplai:a.d to him a~ut t1ut tellure 

·ot hi• cie'M:loping proper e,:thocla tor tu•ing the urani~ that he waa unable 

tC ~et goo mt;n 'for .-uch dev•lo~l'lt work Q'lli;ng to bia inability to guanntM 

them ate..a, ~ployment. , llia .contract hu a cancellation clauae end he would 

ha'N to dimaiss hia erew at 4 nw notic-e to · a.teguard hiaa&~r · ega.i!Ht 

tmanciel 1 •• 1n ee.a• hia contract ia cancellea. 

/ 



MEMORANDUM CONCERNING 'mE USE OF URANIUM METAL 
IN THE CHAIN REACTION 

By 

L. Szilard 

April 30, 1942 

The purpose of this memorandum is to emphasize that we may 

expect a considerable improvement in the multiplication factor 

if we go from small uranium oxide lumps to fairly large metal 

spheres. Various factors which are expected to contribute to 

this improvement in the multiplication factor are discussed below 

for the purpose of drawing up a program of experiments designed to 

determine separately these factors. 

Contribution of Fast Fission Neutrons to the Chain Reaction 

In this respect metal spheres offer a considerable advantage 

due chiefly to their greater density and to a lesser extent to the 

absence of a slowing down ~gent within the spheres. Observations 

of Marshall and Szilard concerning fission by fission neutrons 

(memorandum dated ) give the product of the cross 

sections of fission for fission neutrons Ct-~" 
", 

C.he n: er of neutrons "'"""". //,;;.# V ......._, 
,' 

C:~tted in this process. The value obtained from these rough 

preliminary measurements is 

~ 10 



2. 

~ 
lc one wants to calculate the contribution of the fission 

neutrons in the chain reaction, one has to know the value of the 

product (f'{V- J J 
7 

~,, .--
f 

According to whether we assume 

we find a more or less optimistic value for this contribution 

which differs by a factor of 1.62. This is perhaps the most import

ant uncertainty in the evaluation of this phenomenon. The figures 

given below are based on the less optimistic assumption of V -:= z..,t: 

Another value which enters into the evaluation of this contributio~ 

is the cross section of uranium for inelastic scattering. This 

was determined by Szilard and Zinn (see memorandum dated ) 

and found to be about 2.7 x lo-24 cm2 • B. Feld and I tried to 

estimate the contribution of the fast fission neutrons to the 

multiplication factor in the chain reaction, taking also into account 

the back-scattering of fast fission neutrons into the uranium sphere 

from the surrounding graphite. We found tentatively for a measured 

sphere of 4 em radius a contribution of about 1.13, or about 13%. 

This is about 7% larger than the contribution which we estimate 

for uranium oxide spheres of about 50 lb weight and 3.1 density, 

which corresponds to Anderson's and Fermi's first exponential 

experiment. Inasmuch as we have assumed ~ = 2.6, our estimate might be 

considered congervative . 



MEMORANDUM 

On the Multiplication FRctor 

May 6, 1942 

In th~ simplest case in which the thermal neutron~nsity is 

the same everywhere in the uranium and the carbon we can vrri te for 

the fract ion of thermal neutrons which are absorbed by uranium -( !-; ~·· 
and the fraction which 

-
~ 'Ait!lJ~-

uranium at resonance (mass /Y4 
--

I 
1-absorption only) 

7- /.J y / 
l ; - / 

in order to see the 

tfk~, 
ratio of carbon atoms to uranium 

-
most favorable 

....... _· r I- /J' J 
~hich means that 

MIM I 
I 

from the equation 

1~·2. -
If~ /. - I f-. & ,?J-

/IV u. /t:PCO 
the thermal factor and the mass resonance absorption 

atoms we calculate 

1-

factor should be about equal. From this we obtain as the most favorable 

ratio to - I 

~~ • I ,<P9 ; ' (/-~· /-;: ~,7' • 
We wish nov: to consider uranium sph~res of finite size and take into 

account the fact that the avera~e thernal density in the uranium sphere 

is by factor of smaller than the thermal neutron~nsity at 

..?t' 
the surface of the sphere. Values for this factor are given in the last 

column of sheet 1 for uranium= 1.6 em. (densi+.y 18) which we used 

calculate thermal factor 

The thermal factor for equals 133. Column 1 on sheet 2 

gives the thermal factor. By multiplying this with the fast neutron 

factor given in column 4 of sheet l we obtain column 2 of sheet 2. 

Finally we obtain the thermal factor given in column 3 or sheet 2 by 

multiplying with a factor that takes care of the surface resonance 



-2-

absorption. In acco rdance with the Princeton results and Wigner's 

formula we write for this factor 

It may be seen that the most favorable size is a 5 em. radius 

sphere if the thermal neutron density end the resonance neutron density 

in the carbon are uniform. 



!.!FlWRANDUM 

On the ~~ul tiplication Factor 

L. Szilard 

l!sy 6, 1942 

In the simplest case jn which the ther~a] neutron density 

is the same everywhere in the uranium and the carbon we can write 

for the fraction of thermal neutrons which are absorbed by uranium 

and the fra.ction which escapes capture by uranium at resonance (mass 

absorption only) 

in order to see the most favorable ratio of carbon atoms to uranium 

atoms we calculate from th~ equation 

which neans that the th~rmal factor and the ~ass resonance absorption 

factor should be about esual. From this we obtain as the mo~t favorable 

ratio to 

and find: 

We wi sh now to consider uranium spheres of finite size and take into 

account the fact that the average thermal density in the uranium sphere 

is by factor of smaller than the thermal neutron density at 

the surface of the sphere. Values for this factor are given in the 

last column of sheet 1 for uranium 1.6 em. (density 18) which we 

used earlier to calculate thermal factor 



-2-

The thermal factor for equals 133. Column 1 on sheet 2 

gives the thermal factor. By multiplying this with the ~ast neutron 

factor give n in column 4 of sheet 1 ¥•e obtain column 2 of sheet 2. 

Finally we obtain the thermal factor given in column 3 of sheet 2 by 

multiplying ¥rith a factor that takes care of the surface resonance 

absorption. In accordance with the Princeton results and ~i~ner's 

f ormula we write for this factor 

It may be s~en that the most favorable size is a 5 em. 

radius sphere if the thermal neutron density and the reRonance neutron 

density in the carbon are uniform. 



On Availabl~ Information 

L. Szilard 

May 8, 1942 

Summary; 

The purpose of this memorandum is to state that 

information is available on a number of subjects and that details 

can be communicated if required.. Some of this information is 

written up in memo randa which would have to be copied from the 

original manu script before they can be distributed, some other 

information has not yet been written up in such a form, but is 

on record . J. 

l. Contribution of fast nl"utron fission in 238 to the chain reaction. 

dl· Statement of the Problem. 

If we have a lattice of uranium metal spheres in graphite 

thermaJ neutrons diffuses into the uranium spheres and cause emission 

of fast fission neutrops from 235. These fast fission Peutrons which 

are generated in a certain depth b ~"l ow the svrface diffusff out of the 

1ranit1m s ~here into the graphite. In their pas sage through uranium 

they cause fission~ u238 , and a certain number of neutrons, V, 
is emjtted in snch a fission process . This means that every fa Ft 

.:-z.3S" 
neutron whi ch is generated by ther~al fissionJand which actually 



(' 
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B. Expected Effect on the Chain Reaction. 

The contribvtio~ of these n~utrons originating from 

u
238 

to the multiplication factor may b~ expected to be consid~rable. 

~· F~ld and I tried to estimate the most probable value of this 

contribution for meta] sph eres from 3 to 8 em . radius , and for oxide 

spheres of certain radius and density. Our estimate giv~s for instance, 

a contribution of about 161~!or uranium m~taJ spheres of 5 em. radius 

at a density of 20. ( ~ ,4Y / ,If- ) 

In order to be in the position to make such ~ estimate 

we huve to know som~thing about the fission cross-section, 'V of 238 

for fission neutrons of 235, and also we have to know how rapidJy the 

fission neutrcns are slowed down in uranit~ b~low the fission thresh-

hold of 238. 

Fission caused by fission neutrons w~E observed by 

Marshall and Szilard (me~orandum dated ). The~e 
;).1-

rough preliminary measurements give a value of OJV =- I. 3 X to'. 

The value which enters into the computation is however, not9(~ 

but rath'!r Of( V -1 • According to whether we ass 11me V = 2. 6 

or ¥ = 3. 6 we obtain 

Of;V-J) ~ Gj:(V-t ) 

The contribution mentioned above assumes the less 

optimistic value of Y' = 2. 6. Sine e the value of V is not 

known for 238 an ~~certainty of a factor of about 1.6 is introduced 

into the calculations of the fast neutron contribution. It is 

therefore possible that the fast neutron contribution is considerably 
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larger then mentioned above . 

The slowing down of neutrons by inela~tic collisions 

below the fission threshhold of u238 was studied by Szilard and 

Zinn (m~rnorand\lm dated ). A cross-section was obtained 

for bismuth, lead, and uranium for D + D neutrons and for radon beryl-

li um neutrons. ~ ..:~¥ .... The cross-eection for uranium was foul'J.d to be r.v~ ;J..Jx;o- e....... 

Feld and I estimated the contributions to the 

multiplication factor in two different ways . First, we treated the 

problem as a diffusion problem in which the fast neutrons are "absorb~d" 

by being slowed dovm below the fission threshhold or 238 through in-

elestic collisions in uranium and elastic collisions in carbon . re 

found, however , that the diffusion eqnation gives a very bad approxi-

mation for s r heres which have a radius about eq•Jal to the diffusion 

length of the fast neutrons in ura~ium or graphite, and we belie\e, 

that we obtain a more reliabl• value by neglecting elastic scattering in 

uranium and assuminG an absorption cross-section for fast neutrons of . 3 -l'f ~ ,1.)( 10 

G-:::- CSf....._ t Gf . ~ as sum~ that the n~utrons are created near the surface 

of the sphere at a distance from the center varying fr o!Tl .SR to .9R 

as the sphere is increased from~ em. radius to ~em. radius. 

Treatil'lg the problem thus like a roblem of absorption of light, 

we 

by 

have to take into 
,..,.~;)~;, / 
~· his was 

account separately the fact of back sc~ttering 
«~ ~) 
~ in a very ~ay by assuming that fast 

neutrons leaving the sphere return to th e surface of the sphere once 

with a probability of l/2, wjth unchanged energy. 
I 

~ f' r 



May 9. 1942 

Infor:r.;a.tion the foil owing subjects: 

1. Contribution oi' fast n~utron fission in 238 to the chain rt!action . 

a.. Experiments on fission by fission net1trons. 

b. Slowing down of fast neutrons below the fission thresh-

ho]d of 238 in ura.ninm and other elements. 

c. Computations on the contribution of fast neutron fi.ssion 

to the muJtiplication factor in a. graphite uranium syste~. 

Considerations showing the a.dva.nta.be of using uranium m~tal 

spheres 5nt~p em. radius or other heavy bodies of uranit~ 
, /?w'K tu " , 

in large cells~ ~ ... 

Considerations showing the advan~age of using cavities , 

,_;;,neutrons rha.nne1s ~ neutron slits in the core of the pile. 

4. Considerations showing that the multiplication factor can 

be considerably i~proved in a. uranium hydrogen system by 

introducing cavities or channels into the system. 

5. Formulae ~~d computations of the thermal neutron absorption 

of a lattice of infinitely long cylindrical rods . 

6. Consider at ions on differential cooling. 

7. Considerations on the compatability of neutron cha.~~els and 

differential cooling. 

8. Rough experiments on the ther~a.l conductivity of uranium m~tal. 

• 



Using th~ most probable values for the nuclear cross - sections 

it is estimated that the contribution of fast neutron fission in large 

uranium metal s pheres is considerable, for instance, about l6% for 

r • 5 em. This contribution may perhaps be further increased by 

using "contour bodies". Under the circu..mstances we may expect con-

siderable increase in the we go over to 
~ 

~ejiwu and neutron chanells or neutron slits. The use of channels 

or slits, while it increases the multiplication .factor, would not 

in itself lead to a reduction in the critical amount of gra~hite in 

~an~um~it increases the. ~wing down length for fast neutrons. 

~eu~on c~annels ~~~~~~~~~~~ increase the multiplication 

factor in the core of the pile since an increase in the slowing down 

length limit~d to the core of the pile has almost no harmful effect. 
(It-,~, 

It is shmm that the use of neutron channels is compa.table with dif-

ferential cooling. 

In thjs way a considerabl e decrease in the critical amount of graphite 

in urani'rm may be achieved by using in the core of the pile large uranium 

metal spheres in large cells and nel'tron channels or neutron. slits. 
L,' I' / / t' It H ;r ,( ~ ,/ 7 ,.._ 

(" 



MEMORANDUM 

On Resonance Absorption 

to May 8, 1942 

May 10, 1942 

The possibility that uranium might show a much higher resonance 

absorption for high energy neutrons than originally assumed was first em

phasized by Wigner and let to the experiments of the Princeton Group. 

Marshall and I used a different line of attack for the same problem by 

determining the papture cross section of uranium for radium beryllium 

photo neutrons. A rough preliminary determination showed the value o·f 

about {See memorandum dated ). This value 

~s indeed much higher than expected an~ is consistent with the results 

obtained at Princeton, by direct observation on the mass resonance absorp

tion of uranium. 

MEMORANDUM 

On ~ contour Bodies 

May 10, 1942 

Since the contribution of fast fission neutrons which split U238 

appears to be considerable, it is of interest to investigate whether this 

contribution can be enhanced by shipting the center of gravity of the thermal 

neutron fission closer to the center of gravity of the uranium body than we 

have it in the case of uranium spheres or cylinders. This result can be 

achieved by using bodies which will be called contour bodies because their 

contour imitates a sphere or some other configuration. The attached figures 

show such contour bodies. 



I 

I 
' 1 
' 

Figure is a pseudo sphere. 

Figure is a rotated H which has the contours of a cylind 

This figure also shows that the c~vity inside of the contour body is not 

filled with graphite in order to have the contour surface determine the 

surface resonance absorption rather than the real surface. 

Figure shows the simplest form of a contour body which i s a ~ 
~- /"J ~ (r:..,c.~. ,"'t" 

pseudo cylinder. It ~e SA QWD that the average thermal neutron density 

within the uranium metal is larger for such a contour body than for a s phere 

and that the center of gravity for the thermal neutron absorption also shifts 

into a more favorable position. However, since no quantitative investigation 
~ 

has so far been carried out these statements are made with ppropriate reserva-

tion. 



MEMORA:rWffiJ, 

On the Multiplicatton Factor For Uranium - Metal Spheres. /r)6;;ec; P:~ Jfl oi' 

L. Szilard 

May 10, 1942 

Based on the information concerning resonance neutron absorption 

which was obtained by the Princeto~ Group and on our estimates of the 

fission by fission neutrons, it is possible to make a forecast for the 

multiplication factor for uranium metal s pheres~£ ~fferent sizes. This 
~~~~~ ~ 

question has been investigated)~ong the followin g lines: ~~consider~ 

the case in which the thermal neutron density and the 

density in the graphite is everywhere the same. This 

resonance neutron 

~) 
can be .Qlitl t jl by 

means of abundant use of cavities, channels, or slits. (See below). For 

small spheres .-4!: a ::hnJ:h the average thermal neutron densi t~wi thin the 

sphere is the same as th~~;a;:ge thermal densit~t the surfac~f the 

sphere.. ci-:.-r---iMta,~ similar condition holds for the resonance 
!o N~ 

neutron densit~~ he most favorable ratio of ca~bon atoms to uranium atoms /V~ 
~ ~e~~ ~ [3('~/ .Ia increase the~ r and -o* ~ow & 

a-A- /l c./,v~ -
1, the most favorable ratio wP cadson eeh•' i;& 11lFaai.&I a.,&Me falls from 
~~<P~~ 

133 to 69.6 for 8 em. spheres. The fraction of utilized neutrons increases 
~ 

from ,865 to .917 as the..Jetn@:-e of s phere is increased from . 3 ern. to 8 em. 

~e values for ~ were calculated from a diffusion length of 1.63 em 

for thermal neutrons in uranium metal of density 18 gm per cc, and o-* was 

based on the Princeton measu rements of uranium oxide which is a rather pes-
1' 

simistic assumption. If o were larger, for instance, equal to 6- , this 

would favor large metal spheres even more than it is apparent from the 
/ 



~~iee eelle e~ •• ~~--wiP.. In order to estimate the multiplication 

factor which can be obtained we have to compare t+re idictioh Of :tiiUt:x Olt& 

tV---==- ~·e.<_~ ~·~---c ~,a_ 

utilieet! ef ~~'t • 92(with :tae f:P&Qtion or neu+rons H"tld4-ua !:ft -efte 

~Columbia experiment/in which about 2 kg. lumps of uranium oxide were used} 

;e:~ P- ~' ~~';r-.....-.,,__,__ / 
•nd fop w~ich Wigner estimated the fraction of neutrons utilized to be 

~ ~~~ 
about . 75. ~7Pit'! bing W1g,'l'!'et · s tal ae for the contribution of fast neutron 

"'-?" = . '>9 
fission~ which we estimate to be .04 percent, we can write for the multi-

pli~ation factor to be expected 

--
.H' We 8:88'bl:JBe the:t the Columbia experiment performed with pure uranium 

oxide ~~e: multiplication factor of about l w~v•~ ~ 
t_ .. ~ .• ~.,,,d,_ 4 i~ --~ 

e.L;;mQ.Jnsion taa+ la.rge uranium metal s r heres would give a multiplication 
\ 

factor of f./ 7 , provided the thermal neutron density and resonance 

I neutron de r sity can be made sufficiently uni£orm in the graphi~•· 

-~4?,. ~~~~ ? ., "'•-~ ~~ ;, ;' 
~}/ . t. ~ _r: rtZ.I 
fVW. '1 4 ). ~·4!. 

~ 

/. I~ 



MEMORANDUM 

On the Total Cross-Section of Uranium 

May 10, 1942 

L. Szilard 

The total corss-section of uranium for scattering was determined 

by the standard method which is sensitive to small angle scattering using 

a neutron howitzer. The experiments were actually performed by 

a sample of uranium metal powder. This sample containe~ according to the 

analysis furnished by the N.B.S., 100 parts per million, boron, and .012 
~ ~ ~~ ~·#' 'J -24 

The ~eottoetea Yalwe meae~re? was found to be 19 x 10 pe~cent hydrogen. 

2 t d f th b . • t • bt . 18 l0-24 2 em , correc e or e a ove ~pur1 1es, we o a1n x em • 

MEMORANDUM 

On Heat Conductivity of Uranium Metal. 

A rough preliminary measurement was performed ~n the hea~ con~ 
v 'lr-v ~ -;, -<A'\. 

ductivity of uranium metal in 1941. An apparatus was de~ised aftrl ba±~ 

for this purpose by Szilard and Zinn and measurements were taken by 
9 

Marshall. The value obtained was about .04 cal per em and sec, which~ 
( fVt~~ 

tentatively being used in the present calculationsj until a more reliable 

value can be obtained. (Details available in the form of a manuscript 

written by John Marshall, Jr.). 



MEMORANDID!. 

On the Cooling Problem 

May 14, 1942 

L. Szilard 

A number of methods had been considered in th• past and 

the purpose of this memorandum is to give a. short revi w of these methods. 

The reason for considering such a. great variety of methods is due to the 

fact that we hav~ not sufficient knowl~dge at the present , concerning 

certain m~tallurgical and technological questions and also we do not 

know which of the manufacturing problems involved can be solved in a 

sufficiently short time to be applied in the near future. 

General Statement of the Problem. 

Since we would not be justified to assume that our develop

ment work is ahead of the developm~nt work in G~rmany, it is not suf

ficient to aim at the production of a moderate quantity of copper, but we 

hav~ to aim at a. copper production which will exceed the potential copp r 

production of Germany. Under the circumstances the only certain advantage 

w~ have is at present the fact that Germany will probably hardly be able 

to secure more than 2000 tons of uranium, whereas the United Nations have 

a very much larger supply. Since about 50 tons of uranium will be tied 

up in every unit and since it is doubtful how long we wi 11 have to wait 

for reconditioning this uranium after the copper extraction process , 

it appears advisable to aim at a. producti on of 1 kg. of copper per day 

per unit . Methods of cooling can be devised which go considersbly be

yong this fibure and we shall not be satisfied with methods which fall 

far below it. Enclosed is a. graph which shows the different methods 

of cooling and their interrelationship. 



Cooling by Bismuth. 

It might be possible to us• liquid bismuth for cooling. 

(The question whether bismuth alloys with ur~nium metal is under 

investigation and might make it necessary to coat the uranium metal 

~Qth a layer of carbide or a thin lay•r of some metal which can 

be electro-pl~ted on uranium) . Figure shows a double stream 

arrangement. 



MEMORANOOM 

On The Helium Cooled Power Unit 

June 9, 1942 

L. Szilard 

~~r;~ p. (_ 

Assuming cylindrical or cubical cross section of 64 cm2, a 

total of which 22 cm2 or about 1/ 3 are left free for the gas, and length 

about 8 em, we have for uranium metal of density 20, a cluster of about 

7 kg weight. For a standard machine developing 106 kw per 10 ton of uranium 

this cluster would develop 165 large calories. If we further assume that 

the helium at 10 atmosphere pressure enters the cluster with 200°C and 

leaves it with 500°C, and that the velocity at exit is equal to the critical 

velocity 177m/sec, we find that the heat carried away by the helium cor-
o 

responding to 300 C temperature rise in the helium, is about 100 large --calories. This corresponds to 100/165 e~wa~ 0.6 of the standard power 

unit, or 600,000 kw~f the cluster is built of uranium sticks of about 

3 mm. diameter, we Have a heat transfer of about 500,000 kw in the cluster 

corresponding to the mean temperature difference of 300°C between the gas 

and the surface temperature of the uranium metal. Since the mean temperature 

of the gas is 350°C, the surface temperature 
ft.,:- {. .j' ~tr..-1' '-< ~d rw-o"'.z4 
In order to see this we may write 

For a one-half standard machine the mean temperature in uranium sticks of 



3 mm. diameter is 
0 C higher than the temperature of the surface. 



Approximate Dimensions 

The urani~may have a weight womewhere between 2 ard 7 kilo-

grams. A 7 kilogram plug would have a cross section of about 64 sq. em. 

of which about one-third, perhaps 22 sq. em., are left free from the gas 

in the form of gaps between the uranium pencils. The length of the uranium 

pencils forming the cluster or plug would accordingly be about 8 em., ~sau&s 

If we have two kilogram uranium clusters, the length of the uranium 

pencils forming the clusters would be reduced to 5.2 em. In a cubic 

pile of 6 x 6 x 6 meters containing 40 tons of uranium we would have 740 

graphite columns 6 and 27 uranium clusters in each column. This would 

correspond to a cubic cell of 22 em. side. The total cross section of • 
the ducts 2 and 3 may be chosen to be 15% of the cross section of the 

.3"'\.... 
cubic pile, or 5.4 meters squar~ and we would need about 1.2f times as 

much graphite for reaching the critical dimensions as without the ducts. 

Some of the cross section for one pair of ducts corresponds to 73 sq. em. 

and accordingly the radius of duct 3 at exit is about 5 em. 

For helium at 10 atmospheres pressure and a temperature increase of 

300o c. the exit velocity of the helium would be 53 meters or 1/3.35 of 

the critical velocity. Assuming that the kinetic energy is lost three times 

in the duct and at exit the loss amounts to 0.33% of the transported heat, or 

about 1000 KW. To this we have to add the friction. loss in the uranium 

plug and at exit. Taking the velocity of the uranium plugs to half of the 

critical velocity, 90 meters per second, and asstndng that the kinetic 

energy is lost twice in the plugs and at exit, we have a friction loss of an 

additional 1/2% or 1500 KW. Even if we assume that through the roughness 

of the pipes we double the friction loss, we shall still remain below 5000 KW 

and a compress6~ of 10,000 KW input ought to be sufficient. 



This power unit can dissipate 300,000 KW of helium at 10 atmospheres 

pressure. The helium is assumed to come from the heat exchanger with a 

temperature of 200° C., and to be heated up in the power unit by 300° C. 

to 500° C. The highest temperature at which the uranium would be in con

tact with helium is estimated to be 800° C. The friction loss of the 

circulating helium Within the power plant is estimated to amount to less 

than 4000 KW. 

If helium is used at one atmosphere pressure the friction loss 

would be less than 400 KW and the heat output 30,000KW • 

• 



Insertion 1 (p. 2, memorandum dated May 13) 

In order to prevent the fission products frore precipitating in 

bulk together with the uranium peroxide it may be necessary to add fairly 

large quantities of the stable isotopes of the fission products to the 

solution each time before the uranium is precipitated as peroxide. 

Insertion 2 (p. 4) 

The uranium plugs designated by 4 may be of the construction 

shown in Figure lB. Uranium pencils of about 3 mm. in diameter are 

pundled together to form a short cylinder. Figure 3A shows a modification 

of the arrangement shown in Figure 3. In this modification the axis of 

the uranium plugs coincides with the axis of the graphite c~lumn 6. 

The helium enters cold through the duct 2 and leaves hot through the 

duct 3. It may pass from duct 2 to duct 3 either through one uranium 

plug or through several uranium plugs in series. The section shown in 

Figure 3A shows three uranium plugs in series. This arrangement has 

sufficient elasticity to meet the particular requirements of the chain re-

acting 

As Wigne is necessary to have a cooling system 

which is adapted to deal with the specific power production three to four 

times (according to whether the power unit has a spherical or cubic shape) 

as large in the center of the power unit as the average value within the 

power unit. The arrangement shown in Figure 3A makes it possible to have 

throughout the whole power unit the temperature of the gas entering duct 3 

to be approximately the same. In order to achieve this one has only to vary ~/ 

the number of pl~s which are connected in series
1 

according to the position 

which the graphite column 6 occupies in the pile and according to the posi-

tion of the particular uranium plugs within the particulat graphite column. 



2 

In the center of the pile the gas may flaw from duct 2 to duct 3 by passing 

through one single uranium plug and the temperature of the gas may rise 
J-L-v.....-1~ 

during this passage by &Yeden val u~ for instance, 300° c. In another 
.,4. tJ. t1 

region of the pile where the neutron i~tefte~~ s smaller by a factor 1/k 

/4-.- /'~ a ---
~ we will obtain the same rise of temperature of the gas which passes from 

duct 2 into duct 3 by passing the gas through n uranium plugs in series. 

~~~- ~-~:Y.LL.-e_ f ~e L;L/~ ~ 
=·r-'= ._4 ~ /""' l ,_ .,r 3 ~ 
~ ~ :) (__ /v-Y at_~ ~~ 
~'-''<A--1 " ~ /~ '2 ·/ ~-
~ ltu l ~.__-~ / ~ ~t::'"'- ' <--'"} 

~ v f-;/V l~~ /' r r"' ' ;/; ( 
t- J ~( ( ~ vCa,_- ~ 4--; 

J!;i;} 
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MEI~ORAN DUM 

On a Helium Cooled Power Plant. 

August 10, 1942 

Addition to memorandum dated June 18, 1942. 

Bernard T. Feld 

Previously I .~ calculated the dimensions of a 300,000 kw 

machine cooled by helium at 10 atmos pheres. In this machine we ~ 

used,at the cente~ a plug consisting of pencils 0.3 em in diameter 

and 4 am long. The gas was circulated with a velocity of 68 m/sec, 

1 x critical velocity. Th d t . i •"" th" h" . e uc s~ze ~ 1s mac ~ne ~s or 

12 percent of the total area. We now consider a 100,000 kw machine. 
, , ~ ...> ll t:, 1 r t-lv 3~-t v..e ''wt'/J 

The duct size ia ~his case goes from 12 percent to 4 percent$ 

and if we take a 20 em cell, this gives a cross sectional area of 16 

cm2 for each duct, and a critical length of 150 em for this duct size. 

Thus, the length of our duct• is about 4 critical lengths. Hence, the 

4 + 1 friction loss in the duct, including the loss upon exit, equals 
(/iii )2 

percent of the total heat transport--or .74 percent. In the plugs 

themselves the production of heat is 1/ 3 as much as previously considered, 

and so, in order to get a temperature rise of 300°C, we would put 3 

plugs in series,at the center of the pile. The friction loss in the 

plu~ and on exit, is .27 + .25 ~ 0.31 percent, so that the 
1.69 

total loss in this machine is 0.31 + 0.74 = 1.05 percent, 

If we reduce the pressure to 7 atmospheres, ~ we 

or 1, a6o kw. 

c~ 
would -e~h~t 

two plugs in series at the center of the pile and would have to increase 

the total duct area to 6 percent. For this size duct the critical length 

is 200 em, and so we have a loss of 
3 + 1 
6.8 

= .59 percent in the 

ducts. The total loss then for this machine • 0.31 + 0.59 = 0.90 percent 

of the heat transported, or 900 kw. 



L. Szilard 

September 19, 1942 
For Tire Aro,;;ic-c· -------------

nergy Commiss · 
../) IOIJ 

(!_. cA- . 

. -- -------- .~ --- ~~~- ./ 
Director o· · · --- ----

' IVISton of Cl . . -.---- ass1f1cat1on Introduction. 

These lines are primarily addressed to those ·with whom I have s 
I 

for years the burden of knowing that it is within our power to construct atomic 

bombs. What the existence of' these bombs will mean we all know. It wi 11 bring 

disaster upon the world if the Germans will be ready before we are . It may 

bring riisaster upon the -,.rorld even if we anticipate them and win the war, but 

.lose the peace that will follow. 

· The 

\,. ~ually to 

requirement\_ of keeping our work secret makes it impossible 

epare the country for the role ·which it will have to assume. 
~ ~""-C. . 

a lone 

the war is over..,_, ~have peace in a ·world where 

('-!A lk-w...,__~_) ~': ~--) l. 
op ~~-aver a/city like Chicago. Not one single house 

may be left stan ding radioactive substance scattered by the bomb Play 

ma.ke the 
,.t.,.e~ 

r some time tv come. So~~.:rill h~ve to be 
(i..l~ .-... -~ ~-

found to fFOpere~ adequate ac ~~after the war, \~hom the constitu-

tion has entrusted with determi~ing olicy of this country. 

lviost of you may feel that of more immediate concern to u s is the 

fact that the perhap s most promising branch of this work ~whicn is pursued 

at Chicago, is not developing as rapiuly as it ought to. 

What is the trouble with our project? 

Roughly speaking there are two kinds of troubles which frustrate 

our work. Troubles which originate at the Washington end of our organization, 

and troubl es which originate at the Chicago end of our organization. 

of our metal supply, nine months after the 

merger of the Chicago and the Columbia progects, 



SHeET 11m ORANDU'd ON BISMUTH COOLED POWER UNIT 

L. Sailard 
November 23, 1942 

SUWIARY 

It' simple but thorough etallurgical tests on the 

liquid bismuth with steel come out satisfactorily it will be possible to 

build a bismuth cooled power unit that ould have high operational safety. 

Such a power unit can be expected to ork with 1000 tons of graphite and 

150 tons of uranium in the form of carbide or dioxide. More than one kilo

gr&Q of 94 would be produced daily by such a power unit and it is estimated 

that a total ot' about 200 kilograms of 94 might be produced by each such 

power unit. This esttmate of the total has a much smaller degree of cer

tainty than the caluclated value of the daily production of 94. 

!he proposal of using bismuth as a cooling agent was ~art of the 

original scheme of setting Uf a chain reaction in a ur ni~graphite system. 

Experiments performed since that time have greatly stretl6thened the view that 

the neutron absorption of bisouth is sufficiently low to permit this a~plica-

tion. The last experiment performed on 4 tons of bismuth at Chicae;o gives, 

according to Fermi. an about 1% loss in the multiplication factor. if the 

amount of bismuth in the pil e is equal to the amount of uranium. This result 

bears out the contention that the commercial grade of bismuth. Which was known 

to be of extraordinary purity. is sufficiently pure for our purposes, The 

ohemioal stability of a system composed or bismuth. £raphite and uranium carbide. 

or uranium dioxide. at high tm~peraturus. and ~ in the presence of stro~ radiation. 

was one or the chief considerations in selectinb system of cooling . Com-

pared to this the good heat transfer properties of uid bismuth are of second-

ary i mportance. There is reason to believe that it is s~e to have liquid 

bismuth in contact with steel and to pum it through steel pes. This point 

has however to be furth r i nvestigated before a decision of buNdint a bismuth 

cooled power unit can be made. 

I 
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The Use of a Bismuth COoled Power Unit For: 

a. production of 94. 

!he main purpose of operating a bismuth cooled power unit during the 

war is the production of about l ton of 94. This ount might be needed in 

order to win the war by means or atomic bo.::1bs. though one may hope that a 

smaller quantity tdll b sufficient. Assuming that about 1/4 of the U 236 

contained in 150 tom~ of uranium in the power un1 t oan be transf'o rmed into 

94. 270 kg. of 94 eQuld be obtained during the operation of the power unit. 

In order to produce this amount in about 200 days. it is necessary to pro-

duoe about 1 . 3 kg./day and to dissipate about 1.3 million kw. This is quite 

feasible in a bismuth pile without strainingmattera. 

b. production of radioactive poi ons. 

The bismuth cooled power unit could produce about 40 tons of 

for a time of operation which is equal to half l ife time of the 

Therefore some such quantity of radioactive material could be 

erial which has to be transported, and this may require to put Et&ch tim.e 

perhaps 15 tons of material through a chemical separation. 

c. production of polonium _and light sources for the armed forces. 

About 10 tons o£ radium equivalent or polonium will be produced 

in 140 days of operation in the 160 tons of bismuth which will be used f'or 

cooling the ower unit. Polonium mixed with a luminous compound gives a 

light source which is practical l y free from harrni~ul rays and which ean be used 

to serve as torches, to il luminate instruments. etc. The torches would be of 

very small weight and would give off light "permanently", the bril l iance de-
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oaying to its half value in 140 days. 260.000 such torches. each dissipating 

about one watt, could be made from the quantity of polonium produoed in 140 

days of operation. 

About four times this quantity of volonium coula be produced outside 

the po'llrer unit but this would involve the exposure of many hundred additional 

tons of bismuth and :nay therefore not be expedient durinb t! e war. 

ln the post-war period tha manufacture of polonium mi ht become the 

first important industrial application of the chain reaction. 

General Features of the Power Unit. 

It is proposed to ~aintain a chain reaction in a cylindrical graphite pile 

8 m.. high and 9. & m. in diameter, weighing about 1000 tons and containing about 

150 tons of uranium in the form of uranium carbide. This gra})hite pile would be 

enclosed in hermetically sealed container filled with helium at normal pressure. 

Liquid bismuth would enter at the top of the ~ ilo 'laving a temperature of about 

300°C. and flow throubh grooves or bores in the graphite from top to bottom 

Under the action of gravity leaving at the bottom at nbout 600°C. The ~reasure 

of the liquid bismuth would remain the srune dong the flow from the top to the 

bottom of the pile and would vary according to 

1 and 2 atmosphere gauge. The velocity of the 

is estimated to be 4 m. per second. A flow of about 3.3 m3 of 

per second corresponds to a heat dissipation of 

of 1. 3 kg. of 94 per day. 

The uranium carbide is present in 

2 kg. Figure 30 shows one possible ohape in which the uranium carbide could be 

used. Accordinb to the position of these agbregates in the pile, smaller or 

larger number of them are in series in a parallel flo arrangement. The principle 

of such a J.J&rallel l'low arrangement is illustrated in Figure 3, C taken from an 
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earlier emorandum. Since this figure relates to a helium cooled power unit. it 

does not ahaw the dimensions ich would be correct for bismuth cooling. In the 

case of bismuth we may have a vertical graphite column of 20 om. x 20 em. and the 

two vertical bismuth ducts have together an average cross section of 10 ca2 near 

the axis ot the pile. ear the axis of the pile the amount ot bismuth is about 

equal to the amount of uranium. but closer to the periphery the relative ount 

of bismuth is less. Altogether about 100 tons of bismuth may be in the pile 

during operation. 

Pumps. 

The pumps lifting the liquid bismuth to about 10 m. height must have 

an output of about 3500 kw and assuming 50~ efficiency they would have a power 

requirement of about 7000 kw. 

Centrifugal pumps have been used for mercury under oonaitiona of 

temperatures and pressures which are verJ similar to those required tor the 

pumping of bismuth Which will have a temperature or about 300°C. after passing 

through a heat exchanger. 'fhe General Electric Company has put at our disposal 

blueprillta which could serve aa a basis for further action. ?he eatinghouee 

Company expressed its willingness to design and build a centrifugal pump tor 
/-2---....._ 

our purpose and it was estimated that ~1e designing work would take -a' ~~~~~ 

weeks and the actual builaing time about six months. 

Another type of p~~p which ould have certain advantafi OB. 

by Einstein and Szilard and built and operated in 2 Jew. units for 

'l'his 1..~ump consists of a steel tube with an iron 

would flow through the annular gap between core and ~ube under the e~tro-

dynamic action or electric windings which are outside the steel tube. This 

pump has the advantage ot having no moving parts. of requiring no lubrication 

or other service. and of representing an all sealed system with a minimum of 
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danger of leaks . It has the disadvantage that it m&1 have to be operated on 

a low frequency and may therefore require a converter. Our estimate for · the 

efficiency at 12j cycles is about 20% for units which have au output ot about 

300 kw. and which ould accordingly require a power input of 1500 kw. Larger 

uni ts may have a somewhat higher efficiency. The Westinghouse Company made 

a preliminar,y investigation into these questions and expressed its willingness 

to design such a pump if requested to do so. It was estimated that it woul 

take about two months to complete the design. 

Heat Exchanger 

One ~ consider to have a heat exchanger at the bottom of the pile 

iu which the heat ia transferred from the bismuth to a bismuth-lead alloy having 

0 a melting point at 124 c. !his alloy would then be pumped outside the pile and 

would transfer ita heat to water. 

Controls 

It is proposed to control the bismuth cooled pile in a manner which 

does not necessitate the moving ot "control rods" throUt;h stuffing boxes. 

Such an arrangement which contains no moving parts is illustrated in Figure 40. 

'lhis shows a steel tube {of about 1 om diameter and less than 0.6 mm. wall) 

going through the pile which communicates through an electrodymani -- ~ 

. ' ~ ' 
r\1' ~ ....... ...• .;{ "( ~ r~ a\ 

indicated by arrows). This communicating system contains a lte!~~:-~ \ 
o ' ~ ~'7{2~ / 

containing bismuth. lead. tin. and. callil'li\.Ull (melting point 66 '7,. d if¥ !!f)' 
eleotro~amic pump is out of action. the steel tube in the pile -~lo \f/ 

~ ('} 
<"l..----

with this liquid alloy as sho rn in the figure. The chain reaction is started 

by switching on a variable transformer (Dreh tranafonnator) which feeds the 

electrodynamic pump. 'l'he liqui d is then pumped out of the steel tube in the 

pile into the vessel outside until the pressure di.fferenoe becomes equal to 

the pressure produced by t he pump. This pressure is controlled by the trans-
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former which in turn is controlled by the radiation intensi~ in such a 

manner that the voltage of the transformer increases with decreasing radi~tion 

intensity . If there is a failure in the control arrangement the pump goes out 

of action and the absorbing liquid fills the steel tube inside the pile and 

stops the chain reaction. Several steel tubes are connected to the same electro-
dynamic pump and two or three such systems ought to be provided for the sake of 

operational safety. The power consumption at each such pump amounts to a few 

kilowatts . 

Start of qperation 

At the start of operation the graphite pile has to b& heated up to a 
0 

t~perature above 300 c. Electric resistors can be used for this purpose and 

a few thousand kw. input is iuffioient to heat up the pile within 24 hours . 

Since the bismuth pumps are not in operation during the heating up period, the 

electric installation required by the bismuth pumps is capable of taking care 

of the heating . 

End of qperation 

After operation 

hut 

by admitting liquid lead in a quantity approximately equal 

bismuth in the pile, the uranium can be oooihed down before 

pile to about 

Uaterials 

Either of the two uranium carbides or uranium dioxide could be usee 

following designs which have been fairly well developed . Uranium dioxide 

has to be used in a sintered form and the technique for sintering has been 

worked out on a laboratory soale at Ames, Iowa . The preparing of uranium 



bsen cast . 
.l 

Uranium metal could possibly be u ed, for instpnoa, inside of raphite 

tubes, but the use of uranium metal in this .f'orm has so rar not been uffioiently 

studied and it is therefore uncertain whethar the use o£ uranium in metal f'orm 

would be practicable from the point of view of operational safety. 
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MEMORANDUM -November 24, 

~ 
the controls and 94 productio ~are making the following 

simplifying assumptions. We assume that if an atom of 235 undergoes 

fission, an atom of 94 is produced, and also that if an atom of 94 

undergoes fission, another atom of 94 is produced. We further assume 

that we have an infinite system with k = 1. In the circumstances, 

clearly the number of atoms of 235 will vanish asymptotically and an 

equal amount of 94 will be produced. However, since the thermal cross-

section of 94 is about 1.7 times that of 235, k would, after the start 

of the chain reaction, rise above 1, unless we either change the amount 

or distribution of uranium in the system, or introduce absorbers. If 

we choose the former, ~-~ the above considerations hold. If, however, 

we introduce absorbers, 1say in the form of control rods, the control\~ 
will have to move gradually into the chain reacting system in order to 

maintain k. Since there is now additional absorption, the total number 

of atoms of 235 plus 94 does not remain constant but diminishes with time. 

Since the amount of 235 approaches asymptotically zero, and since, if there 

is no 235 present, and if there is an absorber inside the chain reacting 

system, the amount of 94 will ultimately also diminish with time, it follows 

that after a certain time of operation, kwill begin to decrease and the 

direction of the movement of the control rods will have to be reversed in 

order to maintain k = 1. From then on the control rods move outwards, but 

they will not, in a finite time, move completely out of the pile, since if 

theywere out of the pile at a time when there is still some 235 left, the 

continued chain reaction would increase k beyong 1. It follows therefore, 



-2-

that the total fission cross section of 235 and 94 which is present, is 

at all times larger thAn the fission cross section or the initial amount 
L#f-fc~y /J.M. 

of are approaching d~_i:umber of 

atoms of 94 which is 1.7 times smaller than the initial number of atoms of 

235. 
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